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LONDON: Fans and friends of Diana, princess of Wales, were
marking 20 years since her death yesterday as Britain looked
back on the day when the shocking news broke that she had
been killed in a Paris car crash. She was just 36 at the time, with
her death triggering an unprecedented outpouring of grief
across Britain. She died along with Dodi Fayed, her wealthy
Egyptian boyfriend of two months, and his driver Henri Paul
who was trying to shake off paparazzi photographers.

Two decades on, Britain has still not forgotten. “20 years ago
today, the world lost an angel,” pop star Elton John, a friend of
Diana’s who worked with her to raise awareness about AIDS,
said on Instagram next to a picture of the two of them. Well
wishers laid flowers and candles outside Kensington Palace,
her London residence where her sons Princes William and
Harry now live. A couple in Union Jack clothing were the first to
arrive on Thursday morning at the palace gates and hundreds
filed past during the day.

“I don’t think there’s anyone else like her now, she was a
one off... She was electric, she was just dynamite,” said Ian, a
receptionist from Hertfordshire, north of London, and one of
those who came to pay their respects. Overnight, a handful
of people had braved the rain in Paris to visit the Pont de
l’Alma tunnel where her car smashed into a pillar at 12:23
am on August 31, 1997, ending the life of the world’s most
famous woman.

Diana was “revolutionary,” said Sian Croston, a 17-year-old
student from London who was visiting the gold-leaf Flame of
Liberty monument that stands above the underpass and has
become something of a shrine to the princess. “She changed

the royal family forever. “She will always be the people’s
princess,” she said, using an epithet coined at the time by
Prime Minister Tony Blair. Linda Bigelbach, a 61-year-old US
tourist from Minnesota, recalled: “I remember her wedding day
and I remember the day she died.” 

‘All of us lost somebody’    
In London, William and Harry, who were 15 and 12 respec-

tively when she died, were spending the day privately after
greeting well-wishers outside the palace on Wednesday. Earlier
in the day, they had walked through the White Garden, a space
within the palace grounds created this year to evoke memories
of Diana’s image and style. They also met with representatives
of the charities she supported, including those helping AIDS
sufferers and children in need. Speaking to one group, Harry
said his mother’s death had affected everyone. “All of us lost
somebody,” the 32-year-old said. 

The flowers piled up in front of the palace alongside
heartfelt handwritten messages and photos remembering
Diana, with the two brothers placing bouquets handed to
them by several members of the public. “I was so sad,”
recalled a tearful Lena Pettersson, a cleaner who had trav-
elled from Sweden to pay her respects. “She cared about
people, she was very special. Her sons are continuing her
work, they are just like her.” Virgin founder Richard Branson,
a friend, said Diana was an “incredible woman” whose
“unique way with people” made a huge difference to the
causes she championed. “She inspired so many others with
her compassion and humanity,” he said. —AFP 
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PARIS: Royal fans for the late Diana, Princess of Wales, cut a cake outside Kensington Palace in London. — AP

German case against
Auschwitz medic, 96,

to be thrown out
BERLIN: German prosecutors called yesterday for the case of a
96-year-old former Nazi medical orderly at the Auschwitz death
camp to be thrown out because he is deemed unfit for trial.
Hubert Zafke had faced 3,681 counts of being an accessory to
murder at the concentration camp in Nazi-occupied Poland.
But concerns over his mental and physical health led to repeat-
ed postponements of the trial, which began in February 2016
in the northeastern lakeside town of Neubrandenburg.

The prosecutors’ move Thursday effectively ends proceed-
ings against one of the last defendants accused of crimes at
Auschwitz. A court spokesman said that the presiding judges
would approve the motion “in the short term”. Stefan Urbanek,
a spokesman for the regional prosecutor’s office, said in a state-
ment that medical evaluations in March and July this year had
found the wheelchair-bound Zafke “unfit to stand trial”.

“The experts reached this conclusion after having diag-
nosed dementia in October 2015, leading to a determination
that Zafke could only stand trial on a limited basis,” Urbanek
said. “Now the dementia has reached a severity that the defen-
dant is no longer able, inside and outside the courtroom, to
reasonably assess his interests or coherently follow or give tes-
timony.” Urbanek said prosecutors were required by law after
receiving this independent medical evaluation to submit a
motion to dismiss the case.

Thomas Walther, a lawyer for two co-plaintiffs, sons of a
woman murdered at Auschwitz, criticized the state’s handling
of the case but acknowledged that the prosecutors’ motion to
end the trial “complied with the rule of law”. Proceedings
against Zafke, a farmer’s son who joined the Nazi party’s elite
police force the Waffen-SS at age 19, had already been halted
last October following complaints that the judges were biased.

Train carrying Anne Frank   
The charges against Zafke focused on a one-month period

in 1944 when 14 trains carrying prisoners-including the
Jewish teenage diarist Anne Frank-arrived at Auschwitz-
Birkenau. Frank, who arrived in Auschwitz with her parents
and sister, was later transferred to another camp, Bergen-
Belsen, where she died in March 1945, just two months
before the Nazis were defeated. After World War II, a Polish
court in 1948 sentenced Zafke to a four-year jail term from
which he was released in 1951.

But during his first questioning by German prosecutors in
2014, he denied ever having worked at Auschwitz. In later dep-
ositions, he acknowledged his presence but said he was
unaware of the gas chambers and crematoria at the death
camp until after the end of the war. The International
Auschwitz Committee, which represents Holocaust survivors,
had previously sharply attacked Germany’s handling of the
case, saying the court was hurtling “between sloppy ignorance
and complete disinterest” in a resolution. Some 1.1 million peo-
ple, most of them European Jews, perished between 1940 and
1945 in Auschwitz before it was liberated by Soviet forces.
More than 70 years after the prosecution of top Nazis began in
Nuremberg, Germany has been racing against time to try the
last cogs in the Third Reich’s killing machine. 

Zafke was the fourth former concentration camp worker in
the dock in the latest series of trials, following John Demjanjuk
in 2011, Oskar Groening in 2015 and Reinhold Hanning last
year-all convicted of complicity in mass murder. All were tried
using a new standard of evidence: that it was sufficient to work
at a death camp to be prosecuted, even without proof of a link
to specific deaths. Those cases were hailed for providing a
degree of catharsis for aged survivors, even if they shed little
new light on the Holocaust. —AFP 

STOCKHOLM: A Swedish policeman was stabbed
in a bustling Stockholm square yesterday, with
nothing to indicate it was a terror attack, police
said. “A police officer has been stabbed in the
back and the neck,” inspector Ronnie Tellberger
said,  saying the assailant attacked him from
behind. The suspect was arrested at the scene, a
witness said. The motive for the attack was not
immediately clear. “There’s nothing to indicate at

this point that this was terror-related,” Stockholm
police spokesman Lars Bystrom said. “As I ’ve
understood things, it seems this was totally unpro-
voked,” he said.

The attack comes almost five months after an
Uzbek asylum seeker deliberately ploughed a
truck into shoppers in central Stockholm, killing
five people including an 11-year-old gir l .
Yesterday’s incident occurred around 10:30 am

near a subway exit in Medborgarplatsen Square in
the Sodermalm neighborhood. “A preliminary
enquiry has been opened into attempted murder,”
Stockholm police said in a statement. The police
officer was taken to hospital, but was released sev-
eral hours later, Bystrom said. The witness said the
attack “happened so quickly, there was barely
time to notice anything,” but that he saw police
arrest a man at the scene. —AFP 
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